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rium structures built from a large
number of distinct component types†

Lester O. Hedges, Ranjan V. Mannige and Stephen Whitelam*

We use simple analytic arguments and lattice-based computer simulations to study the growth of structures

made from a large number of distinct component types. Components possess ‘designed’ interactions,

chosen to stabilize an equilibrium target structure in which each component type has a defined spatial

position, as well as ‘undesigned’ interactions that allow components to bind in a compositionally-

disordered way. We find that high-fidelity growth of the equilibrium target structure can happen in the

presence of substantial attractive undesigned interactions, as long as the energy scale of the set of

designed interactions is chosen appropriately. This observation may help explain why equilibrium DNA

‘brick’ structures self-assemble even if undesigned interactions are not suppressed [Ke et al. Science,

338, 1177, (2012)]. We also find that high-fidelity growth of the target structure is most probable when

designed interactions are drawn from a distribution that is as narrow as possible. We use this result to

suggest how to choose complementary DNA sequences in order to maximize the fidelity of

multicomponent self-assembly mediated by DNA. We also comment on the prospect of growing

macroscopic structures in this manner.
I. Introduction

The self-assembly of multicomponent solid structures can be
affected by kinetic traps that emerge even under mild
nonequilibrium conditions: the slow swapping of component
types within solid structures can prevent particle types from
achieving their equilibrium spatial arrangement as the struc-
ture they comprise nucleates and grows.1,2,8–16 Examples of this
phenomenon include the crystallization of charged colloids on
the computer1,15 and of DNA-linked colloids in experiment and
on the computer.2,13,14 Multicomponent alloys display similar
behavior upon precipitation.17 In these examples, self-assembly
results in ordered crystal structures harboring nonequilibrium
arrangements of component types: see Fig. 1.

However, many examples of multicomponent self-assembly
do not encounter such kinetic trapping: multiple component
types can also self-assemble into equilibrium structures. In
order to ensure self-assembly of the equilibrium structure it
would seem to be sufficient to choose the energy scales of
component-type interactions so that ‘non-native’ bonds, i.e.
bonds seen with low likelihood in the equilibrium structure,
also form with low likelihood during self-assembly. Consider
solid sodium chloride: the non-native like-charge bond is
repulsive, and so its formation during crystallization is much
ational Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road,

@lbl.gov
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less likely than is the formation of a ‘native’ unlike-charge
bond.6 But is it strictly necessary, in order to achieve assembly
of the equilibrium structure, to make non-native interactions
repulsive? The remarkable self-assembly of equilibrium DNA
brick structures7 consisting of ordered arrays of distinct
component types would seem to suggest not, because assembly
of the equilibrium ‘target’ structure happens in the presence of
unintended or ‘undesigned’ attractive interactions between
component types (i.e. attractions between component types that
are not neighbors in the target structure). A recent lattice-based
simulation study of the nucleation and growth of multicom-
ponent ‘patchy colloids’18 shows that multicomponent self-
assembly of this nature can be achieved by mimicking only the
general sense of DNA complementarity, without accounting for
ne details of the experimental system. In addition, simula-
tions19 show that particles possessing similar component-type
complementarity can self-assemble into equilibrium structures
of arbitrary shapes.

Taken as a whole, these studies7,18,19 indicate that the self-
assembly of equilibrium multicomponent structures of arbi-
trary complexity should be possible quite generally, if one can
arrange to have interactions between component types that
mimic those mediated by single DNA strands. But could one get
away with interactions less selective than those due to DNA, or
even do better? In other words, how should component-type
interactions be chosen in order to have the equilibrium struc-
ture self-assemble with greatest likelihood? Here we address
this question within a lattice-based computer model of Q � 103

distinct component types. Components interact and self-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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Fig. 1 Examples of self-assembled multicomponent structures ‘near’ and ‘far from’ equilibrium (‘near’ meaning that component-type distri-
butions in the assembled solid structure are characteristic of thermal equilibrium, with few defects, and ‘far’meaning that these distributions are
kinetically trapped, and are unlike the equilibrium distribution). For the examples shown we distinguish ‘native’ and ‘non-native’ interactions,
which are respectively abundant and rare in the equilibrium structure. However, the component-type arrangement that results from self-
assembly may contain many non-native contacts that are kinetically trapped within a solid structure. Examples (a), (c), (e) and (f) show
nonequilibrium structures that result from such kinetic trapping: in these structures, component types possess a spatial arrangement not
compatible with thermodynamic equilibrium. The examples shown are charged colloids on the computer,1 DNA-linked colloids in experiment,2 a
two-component lattice gas on the computer,3 and a computer representation of an experimental metal–organic framework4 (the asterisk
indicates that the ‘far from equilibrium’ designation is our interpretation of the results described in that paper). By contrast, examples (b) and (d),
sodium chloride (image from;5 see also ref. 6) and DNA ‘bricks’,7 are examples of multicomponent self-assembly that do result in the equilibrium
structure, or something very close to it. For the case of NaCl it is clear that non-native contacts are suppressed because they are repulsive, so
explaining why the equilibrium structure forms without difficulty during self-assembly. The DNA brick case appears to be different, in that non-
native interactions are not guaranteed to be negligible. Here we show, within a simple computermodel, that the growth of equilibrium structures
of a large number of component types can occur even in the face of substantial attractive non-native (henceforth called ‘undesigned’) inter-
actions between component types, as long as native (henceforth called ‘designed’) interactions are well-enough separated from them in energy
scale. Image permissions: image in column 1 of panel (a) is reprinted with permission from ref. 1 (hyperlink here) copyright 2007 by The American
Physical Society. Image in column 1 of panel (b) is taken from Wikipedia.5 Image in column 1 of panel (c) is adapted from ref. 2, by permission of
Macmillan Publishers Ltd (Nature Materials) copyright 2008. Image in column 1 of panel (d) reproduced from ref. 7, copyright 2012 by The
American Association for the Advancement of Science. Image in column 1 of panel (f) reproduced from ref. 4, copyright 2013 by The American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
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assemble via ‘designed’ and ‘undesigned’ interactions (Section
II). The former stabilize a dened target structure in which each
component type has a prescribed spatial position, while the
latter allow component types to associate in a compositionally-
disordered way. By varying these interactions we determine
where in parameter space one can grow an equilibrium multi-
component structure of arbitrary component type arrangement.
We use a ‘template’ to seed growth without waiting for spon-
taneous nucleation, and so our treatment of this self-assembly
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
problem is only partial: we do not attempt to determine how to
nucleate a multicomponent structure (see e.g.18). Nor do we
determine how to grow multicomponent structures of dened
shapes (see e.g.19,20). Instead, we determine how best to grow
simple rectangular shapes composed of precisely-arranged
component types, motivated by the observation that if one
wishes to self-assemble large equilibrium structures then one
must arrange for the growth phase of self-assembly to happen
‘near’ to equilibrium.
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416 | 6405
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In Section III we show that, in the absence of undesigned
interactions, high-delity growth of the equilibrium target
structure is most probable when designed interactions are
drawn from a distribution that is as narrow as possible.
Otherwise, different pieces of the target structure have a
tendency to form in different regions of parameter space,
making assembly of the complete target structure less probable.
In Section IV we show that growth can also happen with high
delity in the presence of substantial attractive undesigned
interactions, provided the energy scales of designed and
undesigned interactions are sufficiently separated. In Section V
we discuss these ndings in the context of DNA-mediated
interactions, and suggest how to select complementary DNA
sequences in order to maximize the success rate of assembly
mediated by DNA. Example sequences are given as ESI les.†
We conclude in Section VI by commenting on the prospect of
growing equilibriummulticomponent structures as the number
of component types becomes very large.
Fig. 2 Schematic of the growth process considered in this paper. (a) An e
of 3 blocks spans the top row of the simulation box, and all other latt
assembly. Correct assembly corresponds to an assembled structure in w
structure, blocks are labeled red if their types are not consistent with this
considered systems of sizeQhM� L. Blocks ofQ distinct types bind in a
of type i, and in an ‘undesigned’way otherwise (see red block). The templa
the downward direction. We define the ‘ideal’ structure as an assembled s
to 2L on the second row, etc., and from (M� 1)L + 1 toML on the bottom
can be arranged to be very close to the ideal structure; this stable struc
applied to designed and undesigned interaction strengths allow the self-a

6406 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416
II. Model and simulation methods
Model

We consider a generalization, sketched in Fig. 2, of the lattice
model growth procedure used in ref. 21. The lattice is a 2D
square one ofM� L sites. Sites may be unoccupied, or occupied
by a block of type i, where i ¼ L + 1, L + 2, . , Q, and Q ¼ LM is
the total number of block types (block types i ¼ 1, 2, . , L are
reserved for a top-row ‘template’ whose purpose is to promote
growth; see below). Block interaction energies are nearest-
neighbor ones, of two types: ‘designed’ and ‘undesigned’.
Designed interactions occur only between one face of one block
type and one face of a second, particular block type, according
to the following rules (see Fig. 2(b)): block type i can make 4
designed nearest-neighbor bonds, one with block type i + 1 to
the immediate right, one with block type i � 1 to the immediate
le, one with block type i � L immediately above, and one with
block type i + L immediately below. Thus if a block of type i + L
xample 3� 3 system describing the initial condition in which a template
ice sites are vacant, together with examples of correct and incorrect
hich block types run from 1 to 9 in the manner shown. In the incorrect
binding pattern. White squares denote vacancies. (b) In simulations we
‘designed’way according to the code shown in the vicinity of the block
te of width L shown on the top row promotes the growth of a structure
tructure in which block types run from 1 to L on the first row, from L + 1
row. For a range of parameters the thermodynamically stable structure
ture is then the ‘target’ structure for self-assembly. Simple conditions
ssembly of this equilibrium target structure with high fidelity (see text).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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sits immediately to the right of a block of type i, no designed
bond would be made. In this way, one can arrange on the lattice
an M � L grid of blocks, all making 4 designed bonds, modulo
boundary conditions: we imposed periodic boundary condi-
tions in the horizontal direction of the lattice, and closed
boundary conditions in the vertical direction of the lattice. Each
pairwise designed bond brings with it an energy reward �3dkBT,
where 3d is a random number chosen from a Gaussian distri-
bution with mean 3d and variance Dd. The random numbers
required to dene all possible designed interactions are chosen
at the start of each simulation.

Blocks also make undesigned bonds with nearest-neighbor
blocks, again in an orientation-dependent fashion, with any
block type except the one that would give rise to a designed
bond. Thus if a block of type i sits to the right of a block of type j
(where j is any number except i � 1) then a undesigned bond is
made; if a block of type i sits just below a block of the same type j
(as long as js i � L) then a different undesigned bond is made.
Each pairwise undesigned bond brings with it an energy reward
�3ukBT, where 3u is a random number chosen from a Gaussian
distribution with mean 3u and variance Du. The random
numbers required to dene all possible undesigned interac-
tions are chosen at the start of each simulation.

The top row of the lattice was a xed ‘template’ of block types
arranged in a designed-binding fashion; these block types run,
from le to right, 1, 2, . , L (see Fig. 2(b)). The bottom row of
the lattice has immediately below it a smooth boundary that
does not interact energetically with any block type. We dene
the ‘ideal’ structure as a fully-occupied lattice in which each
block makes only designed bonds. Block types within this
structure then run in row-by-row order from 1 at the top le to Q
at the bottom right. Block types that inhabit the nal row of the
ideal structure can make no designed interactions in the
downward direction (regardless of where on the lattice those
block types sit). We set M ¼ L ¼ 40, giving Q ¼ 1600.

We worked in the grand-canonical ensemble, modeling an
innite reservoir of all block types not in the template row. Blocks
of all types received an energetic penalty, relative to an unoccu-
pied site, of magnitude mkBT (this is a chemical potential term,
but note that positive m disfavors particles relative to vacancies).
Equilibrium sampling

We are interested in conditions for which the thermodynami-
cally stable structure is very close to the ideal structure; this
stable structure is then the ‘target’ structure for self-assembly.
We calculated the thermodynamically stable structure by
building the ideal structure ‘by hand’, and using the following
Monte Carlo move to achieve equilibrium.We picked at random
any lattice site not within the template, and proposed, with
uniform probability, a change from that site's current state (any
of q h Q � L block types or a vacancy) to any other state (a
vacancy or any of the q block types not contained within the
template). We accepted this proposal with the usual Metropolis
rate, min (1, e�bDU), where DU is the total energy change
resulting from the proposed move (this energy includes, in
general, contributions from bond energies and the chemical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
potential). Note that if one wished to maintain, in the absence
of inter-block interactions, a xed concentration of blocks
(relative to vacancies) as q is increased, then one must increase
the chemical potential by an amount ln q. We focus in this
paper on the case of xed q; in reading subsequent equations, it
should be noted that if one were to imagine increasing q and
leaving m unchanged, then one would also be imagining an
increase of the notional solution concentration of blocks.

To make the ideal structure thermodynamically stable with
respect to the unoccupied lattice, one must make 3d large
enough relative to m: the (reduced) bulk free-energy density
difference between the ideal structure and the vapor is roughly
m� 23d, because each particle in the bulk of the ideal structure
has two full bonds (a half share of four bonds) and comes with
an energetic penalty m. To ensure stability of the ideal structure
with respect to a condensed phase of randomly-arranged block
types we need to ensure that 3d is large enough relative to 3u and
ln Q: the bulk free-energy density difference between the ideal
structure and an occupied lattice of essentially random block
types – ignoring template blocks – is roughly 23u þ ln Q� 23d.
Dynamic protocol

To model a dynamics that approximates growth of a structure
from interacting building blocks that diffuse in solution, we did
as follows. We chose at random a lattice site not in the top-row
template. If unoccupied, we attempted to occupy the lattice site
with a block of type i¼ L + 1, L + 2,. , Q, chosen uniformly from
the ensemble of all possible block types except those contained
within the template. We accepted this proposal with probability
min (1, qe�bDE�m), where DE is the bond energy change upon the
proposed insertion (recall that m has already been scaled by b h
1/(kBT), and that q h Q � L is the total number of block types
minus those found in the template). If the randomly-chosen
lattice site was instead occupied, we proposed to remove the
block found there, and accepted this proposal with probability
min (1, q�1e�bDE+m), where DE is the bond energy change upon
removing the particle from the simulation box. These rates satisfy
detailed balance with respect to our chosen energy function. The
factor of q in the acceptance rates accounts for the following
asymmetry. If an unoccupied site is chosen, then insertion of a
particular block type is proposed with likelihood 1/q; the reverse
of that move, assuming that the same lattice site is chosen, is
proposed instead with unit probability. To model the fact that
relaxation within solid structures is slow, we imposed a kinetic
constraint that prevents any change of state of a lattice site
having exactly 4 occupied neighbors. This constraint prevents
relaxation within the bulk of an assembly, except in the neigh-
borhood of a vacancy. The constraint respects detailed balance,
and so has no effect on the thermodynamics of the model.

Initially, the lattice was unoccupied apart from the top-row
template. This template, similar to those used during the
assembly of certain DNA nanostructures,23 allows growth to
proceed at values of the chemical potential m too large to see
direct nucleation within the simulation box. No move of any
block in the template layer was permitted (i.e. we consider it to
be a rigid structure whose only purpose is to promote growth).
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416 | 6407
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To quantify the delity of the assembly process we dened
assembly ‘yield’ as the fraction of block types found in the exact
position they occupy in the ideal structure. According to this
denition of yield, the ‘equilibrium yield’ can be less than unity
(the ideal structure is the lowest-energy structure; the target
structure, which is the lowest free-energy structure, can poten-
tially harbor defects). In what follows we shall display both
equilibrium yield and ‘dynamic yield’, the latter meaning yield
achieved aer some elapsed time of the growth process. As we
shall demonstrate, in some regimes of parameter space self-
assembly is initially of poor quality, and can become much
better on timescales that are longer but nonetheless accessible
to our simulations (and would be accessible to the corre-
sponding experiments). In other regimes, assembly can remain
poor on timescales beyond those accessible to our simulations
(or to the corresponding experiment). We dene one time unit
as one Monte Carlo ‘sweep’, namely q attempted changes of
state of randomly-chosen lattice sites.
Fig. 3 Results of growth simulations in the presence of designed int
parameters at which they were calculated (see panels (a) and (d)). We asso
arbitrarily-chosen image;22 this image provides a guide to the eye as to t
dynamic yield taken at 107 timesteps for growth simulations done at diff
been averaged over 200 independent trajectories and error bars indicate
is chosen so that the window of good assembly predicted for the case in
corresponds to a range from 0 (weak driving, slow growth) to 1 (strong d
prediction of eqn (1) is reasonably accurate: when designed interactions a
growth of the target structure happens within most of the expected w
disappears as the designed interaction variance widens, as shown in p
suppressed, designed interactions must be drawn from a narrow-enou
Otherwise, far-from-equilibrium growth of fragments of the desired stru

6408 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416
Given that all block types in the ideal structure are distinct, it
is convenient to associate with each block a pixel, and arrange
for those pixels to make, in the ideal structure, an arbitrarily-
chosen pattern (see Fig. 3, top). This pattern provides a guide to
the eye as to the delity of the assembly process.

III. Results: designed interactions only
General expectations

We begin by considering the best-case scenario for assembly,
modeling components whose undesigned interactions are
innitely repulsive, i.e. we set Du ¼ 0 and 3u/�N. Such
components can only make designed interactions. It is still
possible for assembly to happen in an incorrect manner,
because of the trapping of vacancies within a growing structure,
or the formation of fragments of the target structure that do not
t properly together. We shall discuss how to choose designed
interactions so as to minimize the likelihood of these kinds of
kinetic trapping.
eractions only. Top: symbols relate the displayed time series to the
ciate block types in the target structure with pixels, arranged to form an
he fidelity of assembly. Bottom: we plot equilibrium yield (orange) and
erent values of chemical potential m (horizontal axes). Each curve has
the standard deviation at each data point. The combination ð23d � mÞ=3d
which all designed interactions are equal in strength, defined by eqn (1),
riving, fast growth) on the horizontal axis. In panel (a) we see that the
re drawn from a distribution with zero variance (see inset), high-fidelity
indow. The window of high-fidelity growth narrows and eventually

anels (b) to (d). Thus, even if undesigned interactions are completely
gh distribution in order for the equilibrium structure to grow directly.
cture happens.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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We rst chose all designed interactions to be equal in
strength, i.e. we set Dd ¼ 0, giving 3d ¼ 3d. We then studied self-
assembly at various values of the chemical potential m. To
estimate the likely interval or ‘window’ of m within which
assembly will be successful, we were guided by previous analysis
of lattice gas growth pathways24,25 to reason as follows.

Looking at Fig. 2(b), and focusing on the (smooth) bottom
row of the growing structure, we want the addition of one
designed bond to that smooth surface to be less likely than
removal of that same bond, once made; otherwise, we would be
near the ‘spinodal’ limit, and fragments of the target structure
would begin to appear everywhere in the simulation box. From
the Monte Carlo proposal and acceptance rates of our dynamic
protocol, described in Section II, the rate of appearance, per
Monte Carlo sweep, of a designed bond at a smooth surface is
q�1min(1,qe3d�m). The prefactor q�1 arises because only one
block type, out of the ensemble of q block types, can make a
designed bond in a given position. Once in place, and provided
its environment does not change (which is a strong assumption
that we expect to be untrue in general), this block disappears
with rate min(1,q�1e�3d+m). The ratio of these ‘on’ to ‘off’ rates is
e3d�m, meaning that if m > 3d then blocks making only one
designed bond are unstable with respect to their removal.

Looking again at Fig. 2(b), we also want two designed bonds
to be stable with respect to their removal, so that extended layer
growth is possible. Considering the rates of appearance and
removal of a block able to make two designed bonds (e.g. the
block of type i + L), we require m < 23d if blocks making two
designed bonds are to be stable with respect to their removal.
Thus, our expectation is that in the presence of designed bonds
of xed strength 3d, the likely window of m within which growth
of the equilibrium target structure will be happen is

3d < m < 23d. (1)

Moving to one side of this window, as m approaches and then
exceeds 23d, we would expect layer growth to become slow
(followed by the target structure becoming unstable with
respect to dissolution). Moving to the other side of the window,
as m approaches and then drops below 3d, we would expect
fragments of the target structure to appear throughout the
simulation box, and for the growth process to result in a far-
from-equilibrium collection of distinct and likely incommen-
surate pieces of the target. In principle this kinetically-trapped
collection of fragments will turn into the equilibrium structure
given sufficient time, but that would require the re-dissolution
of assembled fragments, a process that we would expect to be
very slow for fragments of appreciable size. Thus, eqn (1) is the
window within which we would expect to see most rapid self-
assembly of the equilibrium structure.

Simulation results

In Fig. 3(a) we show that this expectation is borne out, approx-
imately, by our simulations. In these simulations we set 3d ¼ 4
(with Dd ¼ 0). For a large range of m the equilibrium structure is
the ideal structure with essentially no vacancies, i.e. the ‘equi-
librium yield’ is unity. Within the window of m prescribed by eqn
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
(1), corresponding to the interval 0 to 1 on the horizontal axis of
the gure, the equilibrium target structure self-assembles with
high delity. The time series labeled by the green circle shows an
example of high-delity assembly. Growth eventually becomes
impossible as we move leward on panel (a), rst because of
slow layer completion, and then because the ideal structure is
not stable. As we move rightward on the gure, growth eventu-
ally results in a structure different to the equilibrium one, rst
because of vacancy incorporation in the growing structure, and
eventually because of the nucleation of multiple fragments of
the target structure within the simulation box.

If instead we draw designed interactions from a Gaussian
distribution of mean 3d ¼ 4 and nonzero variance Dd, we nd
that eqn (1) – with 3d replaced by 3d – remains a necessary
condition for self-assembly of the equilibrium target structure,
but is no longer a sufficient condition. As shown in Fig. 3(b–d),
the window in which the equilibrium target structure assembles
narrows and eventually disappears entirely as the distribution
from which designed interaction strengths are drawn broadens.
The narrowing of the window happens from both sides: at the
right-hand side, the strongest bonds act to impair assembly,
causing fragments of the target structure (oen repeated frag-
ments) to appear throughout the simulation box (see time-
series labeled by the red square). At the le-hand side of the
window, layer growth is slowed by the weakest contacts, even
though the thermodynamic stability of the target structure is
enhanced by having a distribution of bond strengths.

The oscillations in panels (c) and (d) arise from the following
effect. As m is decreased, i.e. as the driving force for assembly is
increased (moving le to right on the plots), yield rst declines
because the growing template encounters incommensurate
clusters, formed via the strongest set of bonds, that have
appeared elsewhere in the simulation box. For stronger driving
forces the template grows more quickly, outpacing appearance
of these nuclei, and so the yield increases slightly. For stronger
driving still, nucleation of new cluster types happens at
approximately the same rate as growth from the template, and
causes yield to degrease again.

The closing of the ‘good assembly’ window as designed
interaction variance increases is suggested, in a qualitative
sense, by the nature of the argument used to derive eqn (1) for
the zero-variance case: there, we argued that good assembly
could happen when the energy scale of attachment (set by the
chemical potential m) lay between the energy of one bond and
the energy of two bonds. For the nite-variance case, the
distinction between the energy of one bond and two bonds
becomes blurred as the interaction variance becomes suffi-
ciently large (see gure panel insets).

In Fig. 4 we show yield as a function of time for simulations
done at three of the parameter sets used in Fig. 3. For designed
interaction distribution of zero variance, comparison of the
circle and triangle symbol sets shows that it takes about an
order of magnitude longer to grow the target structure at the
strong-driving side of the good-assembly window than in the
middle of the window. For a designed interaction distribution
of large variance, we see from the square parameter set that the
target structure cannot be grown on accessible timescales.
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416 | 6409



Fig. 4 Yield-versus-time plots for examples of growth taken from
three of the parameter sets used in Fig. 3: see circle, triangle and
square symbols on that figure.
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We conclude from Fig. 3 and 4 that it is benecial to draw
designed interactions from as narrow a distribution as possible.
Distributions of narrow but nite width can still lead to good
self-assembly, although one must ensure that both tails of the
designed-interaction distribution are not too long: the weak-
binding tail is detrimental at small supersaturation, because it
slows structural growth, and the strong-driving tail is detri-
mental at large supersaturation, because it causes the forma-
tion of polycrystalline fragments of the target structure.

In Section V we discuss the possible implications of these
observations for DNA-mediated self-assembly.
IV. Results: designed and undesigned
interactions
General expectations

We next considered assembly in the presence of attractive
‘undesigned’ interactions, and we focused on the case in which
3d and 3u are drawn from distributions with zero variance.
Looking at Fig. 2(b), we estimate that a necessary condition for
undesigned bonds not to become incorporated in the growing
target structure (in the limit of low growth rate) is that two
undesigned bonds be unstable with respect to their removal, so
preventing their participation in layer growth. This rate of
appearance, per Monte Carlo sweep, of a block making two
undesigned bonds at a corner of the growing target structure
(say, between block types i � 1 and i + L) is (1 � 1/q)min(1,-
qe23u�m). Once in place, and provided that its environment does
not change, this block will detach with rate min(1,q�1e�23u+m).
The ratio of these ‘on’ to ‘off’ rates is (q�1)e23u�m. For two
designed bonds to be unstable to their removal we must
therefore have

m > 23u + ln(q � 1). (2)

In a sense, one can regard the term ln(q � 1) on the right-
hand side of eqn (2) as an effective ‘entropic stickiness’ that
6410 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416
results from the fact that ‘incorrect’ block types are numerous
(recall that we have scaled m and 3u by kBT already; if eqn (2) was
rewritten in units with dimensions, then the term ln(q � 1)
would come with a prefactor kBT).

We therefore estimate that if eqn (1) and eqn (2) hold
simultaneously, growth should result in the equilibrium target
structure. It is straightforward in principle to satisfy these two
relations simultaneously. Say that the number of block types q
and the undesigned interaction strength 3u are xed. Eqn (1)
and (2) predict that the equilibrium structure should grow if 3d
can be made large enough that the hierarchy

23u + ln(q � 1) < m < 23d (3)

can be arranged, and that the largest window of good assembly
can be achieved if 3d is large enough that the hierarchy

23u + ln(q � 1) < 3d < m < 23d (4)

can be arranged. Eqn (3) and (4) suggest that, even in the
presence of attractive undesigned interactions, assembly of the
equilibrium structure will occur if one makes designed inter-
actions strong enough, and works at low enough block
concentrations (i.e. large enough m).

An alternative way of viewing eqn (3) is to recognize that it
constrains, approximately, a hierarchy of bulk free energies.
The (reduced) bulk free-energy density of an ‘undesigned’
structure, by which we mean a full lattice of randomly-arranged
block types, is approximately �23u � ln q. The rst term comes
about because each particle in the structure has a half share of
four undesigned bonds; the second term accounts for the
entropy of mixing of component types in the grand-canonical
ensemble. The bulk free-energy density of the ‘solvated’ phase
(i.e. a simulation box consisting mostly of vacancies) is roughly
�m.32 The bulk free-energy density of the designed structure is
�23d. Thus, eqn (3) states, approximately, that the bulk free-
energy density of undesigned structures should be larger than
the bulk free-energy density of the ‘solvated’ phase. If, instead,
the free-energy density of undesigned structures lie interme-
diate between the free energy densities of the ‘solvated’ phase
and the target structure, then one might expect that undesigned
structures, and not the target, would be the rst thing to grow
from solution. This expectation is based on the assumption that
undesigned structures, if viable thermodynamically, should be
more accessible kinetically than the designed one: a fraction 1
� q�1 of all block–block encounters will cause undesigned
bonds to appear, but only 1 in q encounters will result in a
designed bond. Subsequently, one might expect to see unde-
signed structures evolve into the target structure26–28 on some
time controlled by the basic timescale exp(43u � m) for removal
of blocks from the bulk of an undesigned structure. Given that
this timescale can be large, it would seem to be a better strategy
to arrange for the target structure to be the rst thing to grow
from solution.

Thus, if eqn (3) holds then we expect growth to result in the
equilibrium structure. If, however, eqn (3)'s rst inequality is
reversed then we might expect the initial result of growth to be a
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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dense phase of randomly-arranged block types (from which the
target structure may emerge on some longer timescale).

Simulation results

In Fig. 5 we see that the qualitative expectations implied by eqns
(2)–(4) are borne out in simulations: assembly can be improved
markedly by increasing the energy scale of designed interac-
tions in the face of attractive undesigned interactions. Panels (a)
and (b) of Fig. 4 show that for two (small) values of 3u, namely 3u
¼ 0.05, and 3u ¼ 0.1, self-assembly of the target structure is less
successful than it was in Fig. 3(a), for the same designed-
interaction energy scale (3d¼ 4) and the same timescale. Eqn (4)
suggests that the problem with these parameter choices is that
the effective energy scales 23u + ln(q � 1) and 23d are not well-
enough separated: the term ln(q � 1) alone is approximately
7.35. As a result, growth results in a collection of randomly-
arranged block types, from which the target structure emerges
only subsequently. Thus, in Fig. 4(c) we have increased 3d to
11.3. As predicted, the window of good self-assembly (which
now occurs at larger m, i.e. smaller notional block concentra-
tion) widens considerably.
Fig. 5 The fidelity of growth in the presence of attractive undesigned in
scale of the set of designed interactions (going from top to bottom). (a an
(3d ¼ 4) are not well-separated in scale (note that ln q z 7.3), and the w
collection of randomly-arranged block types fromwhich the target struct
of the equilibrium structure after fixed time. (c and d) In the bottom pane
separated in energy scale, and the window of good assembly is wider
reasonably wide for a much larger undesigned attraction of 3u ¼ 4. In thes
calculated after 107 time steps. Each curve is averaged over 200 independ
point.
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The yield-versus-time plots shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate the
difference in the rate of attainment of good yield for well-
separated and poorly-separated undesigned and designed
interaction energy scales. Growth using the smaller (‘unshied’)
designed-interaction energy scale results in the formation of a
randomly-arranged set of blocks, from which the target struc-
ture eventually emerges. Note that the characteristic time for a
collection of randomly-arranged component types to spawn the
target structure must scale roughly as exp(43u � m), the rate to
break four undesigned bonds. Growth using the larger (‘shif-
ted’) designed-interaction energy scale results in direct (and
more rapid) appearance of the equilibrium target structure.
Growth in this regime involves slow layer-by-layer nucleation
(see inset), a phenomenon seen in several real systems.29,30

Fig. 7 shows parametric plots of yield versus density for the
time series shown in Fig. 4 and 6, showing that the target
structure can be generated via different dynamical ‘pathways’.

We also performed simulations in which undesigned inter-
actions were selected from distributions with nonzero variance
(Fig. 8). When designed and undesigned interactions are both
drawn from narrow, well-separated distributions, there exists a
teractions of fixed strength can be improved by increasing the energy
d b) In the top panels, undesigned (labelled) and designed interactions
indow of good assembly is relatively narrow. Here, growth results in a
ure grows only subsequently (see Fig. 6). Dashed lines show the stability
ls, undesigned (labelled) and designed interactions (3d ¼ 11.3) are well-
for the two choices of 3u used in the top panels. The window is also
e cases, growth results directly in the target structure. Dynamic yield is
ent trajectories and error bars show the standard deviation of each data
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Fig. 6 Yield-versus-time plots for examples of growth using unde-
signed and designed interactions that are respectively well-separated
in energy (‘shifted’; triangles) and poorly-separated in energy
(‘unshifted’; circles); see Fig. 4. The well-separated energy scale results
in the direct appearance of the equilibrium target structure. The inset
shows that the target structure grows in this regime in a layer-by-layer
fashion.

Fig. 7 Parametric plots of yield versus density for the time series
shown in Fig. 4 and 6. Colors and symbols are the same as in each of
those figures. These plots show that different dynamic pathways to the
target structure are possible, and that some pathways (red line, panel a)
fail to result in the target structure.
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broad window of good self-assembly (blue triangles). However,
if the variance of the undesigned interaction distribution is
increased substantially, then assembly is impaired (green
squares), because of persistent formation of unusually strong
undesigned contacts.

The results of this section demonstrate that direct growth of
equilibrium multicomponent structures can be achieved in the
face of attractive undesigned interactions, provided that the
6412 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416
designed interaction energy scale is well-separated from the
undesigned interaction energy scale. In particular, the strong-
binding tail of the nonspecic interaction distribution is poten-
tially detrimental – because it will result in long-lived undesigned
contacts – and it should be made as short as possible.
V. Discussion: implications for DNA-
mediated self-assembly
General principles for growth of equilibriummulticomponent
structures

The results of Sections III and IV suggest two principles,
summarized in Fig. 9, that must be observed in order to ensure
growth of equilibrium structures built from many distinct
component types. First, we need a sufficiently narrow distribu-
tion of designed interaction strengths. Second, the energy scale
of designed interactions and undesigned interactions should be
well-separated, so that undesigned contacts cannot proliferate
at the expense of designed ones. Although these principles are
suggested by the study of a two-dimensional model, we were
guided to them by simple arguments relating only to the
number of interactions made by building blocks as they bind to
a structure. These arguments are not specic to two dimen-
sions, and we therefore anticipate that the principles we have
observed should also apply in three dimensions. Further,
although we have not considered nucleation explicitly, we
assume that if growth results in the equilibrium structure then
nucleation will not result in something drastically different,
assuming that it happens fast enough to be seen in experiment.
Motivated by these assumptions, we now make suggestions for
how to choose DNA sequences in order to maximize the effi-
ciency of DNA-mediated self-assembly.
Selecting DNA strands for optimal ‘DNA brick’ self-assembly

Ke et al.7 reported the self-assembly of 100 DNA structures of
nite size. These structures were derived or “sculpted” from a
“molecular canvas” (Tables S14 & S15 of the ESI of ref. 7), a 3D
assembly of 4455 DNA bricks interacting via a total of 13 860 8-
basepair strands. The 100 structures sculpted from this canvas
were built from 416 � 85 DNA blocks and 1506 � 326 inter-
acting strands (bricks in the bulk of a structure usually make 4
nearest-neighbor contacts; in what follows we ignore poly-T
border strands that enforce the nite size of structures).

In the language of the present paper, DNA bricks possess
‘designed interactions’ mediated by complementary DNA
strands 8 basepairs long. Strands were chosen to be comple-
mentary in a random fashion. We show in Fig. 10(a) the collec-
tion of interaction energies (hybridization free energies) for all
possible complementary 8-basepair sequences. We computed
these hybridization free energies using the model of SantaLucia
et al.31 In Fig. 10(b) we show that if one chooses randomly from
this collection of energies then one obtains a distribution of
designed interaction energies that is relatively broad (green and
grey lines). These distributions are broader than those used to
compute the model results in Fig. 3(d). If, by contrast, one
chooses sets of sequences closest in energy, then one can achieve
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 8 Fixed-time yield plots for examples of growth using undesigned and designed interaction distributions of a range of widths. (a) Only when
both distributions are relatively narrow and well-separated in energy (blue triangles) is assembly good within a substantial window; widening one
(green squares) or both distributions (red circles) impairs yield. Each curve has been averaged over 200 independent trajectories and error bars
indicate the standard deviation at each data point. (b) Distributions used to generate panel (a).

Fig. 9 Principles for growth of equilibrium multicomponent structures derived from the results of Sections III and IV. Panels (a) and (b) relate to
the case of designed interactions only. (a) We want the basic rate for removing a particle from solution to lie intermediate between the basic rates
for the breaking of one and two designed bonds. (b) If the distribution fromwhich designed interactions are drawn is too broad, then this energy-
scale separation cannot be achieved, and growth of the equilibrium structure is not possible. Panels (c) and (d) relate to the case in which
undesigned interactions are present. (c) Direct growth of the equilibrium structure is possible in the face of attractive undesigned interactions,
provided that the energy scales m and 3d aremade large enough, i.e. provided that oneworks with a low solution concentration of blocks andwith
strong designed bonds. (d) Otherwise, some (or all) of the notional window of good assembly will result in rapid formation of a randomly-
arranged collection of block types (these considerations can also be viewed as constraining a hierarchy of bulk free energies: see boxes).
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a signicant narrowing of this distribution (black line). This
distribution is similar in width to that used to compute the
model results in Fig. 3(b). In Fig. 11 we show that one can select
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
sets of complementary DNA interactions with a similarly narrow
distribution for a range of mean interaction energies, and that
this can be done for a range of sequence lengths.
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416 | 6413



Fig. 10 The ‘designed interaction’ distribution of DNA ‘bricks’7 may be substantially narrowed through rational selection of complementary DNA
sequences. (a) Set of hybridization free energies for all possible non-palindromic 8-basepair complementary sequences, in units of kBT at 298 K.
(b) In ref. 7 complementary sequences (which mediate what we call ‘designed interactions’) are chosen randomly from this collection, leading to
the green (molecular canvas) and grey (individual structure) distributions; these have a substantial variance (one set of ‘optimized’ interactions
from that work is shown in orange; this distribution is narrower than the random case, but still possesses considerable width). Individual
structures in ref. 7 contain an average of about 1500 complementary sequences. If, by contrast, we choose from (a) the set of 2000 sequences
(for instance) whose interaction energies are most similar, then we can achieve a substantial narrowing of the designed interaction distribution
with little change in the mean (black distribution). (c) Non-complementary sequences alike in energy are no more alike in identity than are
randomly-chosen ones, suggesting that this rationally-selected set of DNA interactions would have ‘undesigned’ interactions no more potent
than those of ref. 7. Here Nsame is calculated by aligning two sequences and counting the number of positions that display identical nucleotide
type; this process is then done for all pairs of sequences in the set. We carried out a similar procedure to detect complementary nucleotides, and
repeated both calculations for anti-aligned sequences (see ESI† files); all measures show random and purposeful selection to be similar in respect
of unintended sequence complementarity.
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Importantly, non-complementary sequences alike in energy
are no more alike in sequence identity than are randomly-
chosen ones – see Fig. 10(c) – suggesting (but not proving) that
choosing designed interactions in this manner would result in
undesigned interactions no more potent than do randomly-
chosen sequences. The results of this paper therefore suggest
that this rationally-selected set of sequences will lead to better-
quality self-assembly than does random sequence choice, with
one important caveat: we have no prescription for calculating
accurately the energies of non-complementary sequences, and
we cannot say with certainty what are the ‘undesigned’ inter-
actions that result from these sequences. If the latter are large,
for some reason that we have not anticipated, then narrowing
the distribution of designed interactions alone may not
substantially improve assembly (see Fig. 8). Nonetheless, based
on the results of our paper, these selected sequences are our
best estimate for the best way of doing DNA brick self-assembly.

In the ESI le si_sequences_n8.txt† we list 8 sets of 2000
‘narrow-distribution’ non-palindromic DNA sequences of
length 8 that one might use to self-assemble DNA brick struc-
tures. These sets have been chosen to have different mean
interaction energies, and variances as small as possible (sets
correspond to various parts of the ‘basin’ of the green curve in
Fig. 11(c)). A similar list of 9 sets of 2000 bases is provided for
sequences of length 9 (si_sequences_n9.txt†). Additionally, we
provide two data les whose sequences contain repeats of no
6414 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416
more than two nucleotides (si_sequences_n8_no_triples.txt,
si_sequences_n9_no_triples.txt†). This restriction may help to
suppress undesigned interactions, and can be arranged at the
cost of only a slight increase in the variance of the distribution
of designed interactions.
VI. Conclusions

Many multicomponent systems self-assemble in a kinetically
trapped manner.1,2,14–16 But if component-type interactions are
made sufficiently selective, experiments7 and simulations18,19

demonstrate that self-assembly of equilibrium structures built
from Q � 103 distinct component types is possible. We have
shown within a lattice-based computer model that the high-
delity growth of an equilibrium structure composed of a large
number of precisely-arranged component types can be ensured
by observing some relatively simple conditions. These condi-
tions relate to the energies of building blocks' ‘designed’
interactions, which stabilize energetically the unique target
structure, and to the energies of their ‘undesigned’ interactions,
which allow blocks to associate in a compositionally random
way. We nd that direct growth of the equilibrium structure can
happen in the face of substantial attractive undesigned inter-
actions, an observation that may explain why DNA bricks can
self-assemble successfully even when attractive ‘undesigned’
interactions are not intentionally suppressed.7 We also nd that
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014



Fig. 11 Narrow-variance designed interactions can be arranged for DNA sequences of a range of lengthsN. (a) Distributions of hybridization free
energies for DNA strands of length N basepairs (with their complementary strand). Solid lines are distributions of all possible non-palindromic
interaction energies (hybridization free energies), while dots are distributions of 2000 sequences chosen randomly from those larger distri-
butions. The plusses denote sequences from ref. 7. (b) Mean and variance for a number of random 2000-sequence selections from all possible
sequences of length N: as N increases, so does the interaction variance. (c) By contrast, sampling (for instance) 2000 nearest neighbors in the
energy spectrum results in a much reduced variance. Here we plot the variance of 2000 sequences that are nearsest-neighbors in each energy
spectrum. For N ¼ 8, moving left to right on the horizontal axis can be thought of as moving left to right along the ‘bar code’ shown in Fig. 10(a),
and taking the 2000 sequences closest in energy at each point. The broad basin for N ¼ 8 and 9 shows that many distinct small-variance 2000-
basepair sets with different mean interactions can be chosen (some are listed in si_sequences_n8.txt and si_sequences_n9.txt.† (d) Similar to (b),
but for rationally-selected DNA interactions: here, the ‘designed interaction’ variance can be arranged to decrease with increasing N.
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best assembly happens when designed interactions are drawn
from a distribution that is as narrow as possible, and we have
shown that one can choose DNA sequences so as to achieve a
narrow distribution of such energies. These sequences are
available as ESI† les (see Section V).

Simple scaling arguments suggest that the strategy of ref. 7
will work for a range of values of Q in excess of those (Q � 103)
that have been used to date, but that assembly of truly macro-
scopic structures may require some modication of this basic
protocol. Both thermodynamic and dynamic factors would
seem to impose eventual limitations in this regard.

Thermodynamically, the requirement that the equilibrium
structure is composed of an arbitrary arrangement of Q distinct
components requires increasingly strong interactions to satisfy
as Q becomes large, simply to counter the entropy gained upon
mixing component types. The equilibrium density of misplaced
blocks will go roughly as Q exp(�bzDE), where DE is the
difference in energy between ‘designed’ and ‘undesigned’
interactions, and z is the number of bonds made by blocks. For
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
macroscopic structures, i.e. Q � 1024, and for the case z ¼ 4,
appropriate to the experiments of,7 one would need DE to
approach about 30 kBT before one has of order unity defects in
the equilibrium structure. If undesigned interactions are not
repulsive, this result implies attractive designed interactions
almost as strong as covalent bonds. While not an obstacle of
principle, this requirement may pose difficulties of engineering
for particular systems.

Dynamically, the basic timescale for the growth of structures
probably increases as the number of component types
increases. In our simulations the basic timescale for growth of
the target structure increases in proportion to Q, because only
about 1 in every Q block-block encounters results in the creation
of a designed bond. A similar scaling would seem likely in
experiment. Assuming a basic block attachment timescale of
10�10 s, which is roughly the time taken by a small molecule to
diffuse its own diameter in water, the basic binding timescale in
the presence of 1017 component types would be of order a year.
Therefore, in some (very large) size limit it would seem that the
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 6404–6416 | 6415
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basic protocol studied here must be modied somehow, e.g. by
using strongly repulsive undesigned interactions, or long-
ranged designed interactions that bring selected blocks
together from afar.

Finally, we note that for particular systems – e.g. metal–
organic frameworks4 – it may simply not be possible to choose
component-type interactions with the precision required to
ensure the self-assembly of an equilibrium structure built from
many distinct component types. In such cases, a possible
alternative strategy is to develop ways of self-assembling struc-
tures whose component types are kinetically trapped in a
desired way.8,9,11,15,21
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